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ABSTRACT
Young drivers over-estimate their driving skill and are not familiar with the actual dynamics of
their vehicle. Also, novice drivers are not aware of good driving practices that usually come
with experience. Furthermore, driver assessment and training has not followed the rapid
evolution of in-vehicle passive and active safety systems and telematic aids. TRAINER
project (co-funded by DG TREN of the European Commission) focuses on the development
of a new pan-European driver training methodology, which will target the enhancement of
risk awareness of novice drivers, including the use of new telematic aids. To support this new
training methodology a low-cost and enhanced reliability stationary driving simulator and a
semi-dynamic one will be developed to train drivers in safety critical situations off the road.
|Additionally, a driver behaviour database will be realised that will store data from TRAINER
tools (multimedia s/w tool and driving simulator log files) and other sources (questionnaires
and tests) and will allow the trainer to assess the particular driver’s skills improvement.

The functional specifications of these simulators is presented in this paper, together with a
first design concept. Emphasis is given to visual field enhancement up to 120o and the
simulation of lateral transient forces effect into the horizontal direction. Particular screens
emulating adverse environmental (heavy rain, fog, snow) and driver conditions (alcohol
abuse, visual problems) that are being developed are also presented. This development is
also correlated to novice driver behaviour modelling, through which the most critical tasks to
be supported by the simulators are decided.

The developed simulators and the driver modelling behind them constitute significant
examples of good and applied engineering design and are expected to reach the market by
2002 by TRAINER Consortium, that encompasses important manufacturers (Foerst, FIAT,
etc.), research institutes (AUTh, VTI, RUG, etc.) and Authorities (Driving Assessment
Centres league – CIECA, Driving Instructors League – EFA, etc.). The corresponding driver
behaviour database is expected to be ready by year 2003.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that young drivers overestimate their driving skill more than older drivers.
Furthermore, they are not familiar with the actual dynamics of their vehicle, which define for
example the minimum stopping distance in a certain speed. Traditionally, driver training has
focused on vehicle control skills and traffic rules without reaching far enough in the efforts to
provide risk awareness and other higher order skills. The risk awareness problem is included
in driver training in many countries but rather in a theoretical way, included in text books, and
is not covered in practical training. This is unsatisfactory, since young drivers tend to think
“It’s only a problem for others, not for me as I am so clever”. The reason is that this problem
can not be systematically handled in practical training, as on road it is very uncertain and
even dangerous that a risk situation may occur. Hence, realistic, interactive, off-road tools
are required.

TRAINER project (GRD1-1999-10024), co-funded by DG TREN of the European
Commission, addresses the above problems with the following innovations:

• Development of a methodology to assess and support driver’s cognitive skills.

• Development of a new interactive multimedia training tool to support driver training
and assessment in strategic and manoeuvring tasks (theoretical driver training
improvement).

• Development of a low cost and enhanced reliability stationary driving simulator to
support driver training and assessment in manoeuvring and control tasks for practical
driver training improvement.

• Development of a mean cost and high performance semi-dynamic driving
simulator to support specific needs of selected driver cohorts (novice drivers with
enhanced knowledge problems, re-training of drivers in high-risk groups).

• Design and development of a normative driver behaviour database to test users
driving skills.

2. STATE OF THE ART
The difference between high-cost and low-cost simulators refers mostly to the motion
system, the image generation, the sight system and the cockpit dummy. Low cost simulators
have no motion system, only one small sight monitor and an one-seat cabin.

High cost driving simulators are offered currently by various manufacturers (i.e. by STN
Atlas, Krauss Maffei and Dornier). These simulators use expensive workstations for the
graphics generation and therefore cost some million Euros. However, a driving simulator
should not cost more than the vehicle which is to be simulated. Therefore up to now such
simulators have been mainly used for flight navigation, trucks, busses, trains and military
equipment.

Moreover, even low-cost simulators for passenger cars are currently more expensive than
real cars. They are offered in Europe for use in driving schools by companies, such as
Rousseau/Faros France, Simutec Switzerland and Foerst Germany. There are also various
research institutes using driving simulators, but due to their nature they do not claim
economical use for training.

Today’s personal computers are so powerful, that their real-time computer graphics
performance nearly catches up with the one of the formerly used graphical workstations. This
enables the development of very good simulators at low hardware costs.
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The TRAINER simulators will be based on existing simulators of Foerst GmbH, which have a
good video graphic basis due to the use of modern fast PCs and self developed interface
hardware and very good operational graphics software, sound generation and driving
dynamics simulation. However, these simulators are currently restricted to the specific use of
traffic safety institutions, the police, alcohol associations, and for special purposes, as for
instance the accident simulator of an Automobil Club. The software is not yet ready for
sophisticated educational driving simulators.  Furthermore, even for a high production
volume the costs for the cabin, the operational elements, the sight system and – at choice –
a motion system will mostly enhance the price for the simulator.

Thus, the greatest challenge for TRAINER Consortium is to match the required enhanced
simulator functionalities with emerging computer and telecommunication technologies in
affordable prices for use by ordinary driving schools.

3. TRAINER DEVELOPMENT PLANS FOR THE SIMULATORS
Figure 1 presents the initial design of the TRAINER simulator hardware. It comprises of the
cabin, the seat, and control elements such as accelerator, brake, clutch, and gear shift lever.
Acceleration sensors will be used for any angle measurement. An incremental angle
measuring device with high resolution and a torque motor will be used for the steering wheel.

Figure 1: Design of TRAINER simulator.

For the low cost prototype simulator one tube-monitor will be used for the sight system, as
the virtual sight angle of the computer graphics is not necessarily equal to the geometrical
sight angle in the cabin.

The mean cost simulator will be built on the low cost prototype on a modular basis. The fact,
that the monitor is not integrated in the cabin, allows free use of one, two or three monitors,
as chosen by the user. It is expected that for the semi-dynamic simulators, two or three
monitors will be used, so that the virtual angles are equal to the geometrical angles.
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Figure 2: Design of virtual angles for TRAINER simulator.

Figure 2 shows a top view of a passenger car with the TRAINER monitors. The horizontal
geometrical sight angle in this car for the left half of the windshield is 40 degrees. This fits to
the virtual angle of the main image of 40 degrees. In order, that the geometrical angle in the
simulator is also 40 degrees, the monitor should be positioned close to the driver‘s eye or be
correspondingly large according to Figure 1.

Figure 2 also shows two unsymmetrical monitor pictures, i.e. the main picture for the view
straight ahead, and the peripheral right view. The additional right picture has the advantage,
that the distance between the car and the right road border can be better estimated, the right
rear mirror can be inserted into the right picture, and the general feeling for driving is
improved by full view through the whole windshield.

If the use of three monitors is financially justified, a left peripheral monitor for the view
through the left door window will be added for the mean-cost simulator. However it should be
mentioned, that two image generators can be cheaply integrated in the driving computer of
the simulator, whereas a third monitor requires an additional personal computer for the
image generation. For the decision about the number of monitors to be used also the frame
rate is relevant. The frame rate is reduced at a second image generator and at rear mirror
image generation.

Additionally, there is another option regarding the sight system: The use of projectors with
picture screens. The different scenarios about the possible sight systems both for low-cost
and mean-cost simulators are presented next. Figure 3 shows a low-cost simulator (no
motion system) with one monitor. Adding a motion system beneath the low-cost simulator of
Figure 3, a mean-cost simulator arises (Figure 4). An expensive type of a low-cost simulator,
using three monitors is depicted in Figure 5. A connection of the platform for the three
monitors to the moved driving stand gives the mean-cost simulator as shown in Figure 6. The
disadvantage of this construction is that the electrical motor of the motion system has to
accelerate three heavy monitors additional to the driving stand and the driver.
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To avoid this disadvantage, a model of a driving stand with three fixed projectors and three
fixed screens is being considered (Figure 7). This will be a quite good simulator. The only
disadvantage is the relatively high price of using a projector and 3 PC’s.

Figure 3 Figure 4 Figure 5

Figure 6 Figure 7
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The noise generator is adapted to Windows. A new menu control was executed, which
allows to firstly preselect the driving course, which will be highway-drive, city-drive,
motorway-drive, hill-drive or round-course. As an environmental mode a selection of the
environment condition as rain, fog, snow or night is chosen. Some examples of these
environmental conditions graphics are given next.

Figure 8: Fog drive

Figure 9: Rain drive
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Figure 10: Reaction test.

Regarding the semi dynamic acceleration simulation of TRAINER prototypes, on one hand
there is a need for the simulation of acceleration forces, and on the other hand the existing
motion platforms with six activators for six degrees of freedom are prohibitively expensive,
therefore a compromise will be the best approach for solving this problem.

On the motion system, it has already been designed a low-cost motion systems for the
simulation of lateral (roll) and longitudinal (pitch) accelerations, as well as for rotations (yaw)
around the vertical axis.

These systems do not seem convincing due to their slow reaction and to their still relatively
high cost. Users in the low cost simulator feel, that lateral forces at curve driving are missing
and that therefore driving is not natural. They give a feeling of bad steering and snake line
driving. Therefore a low cost lateral shifting device is planned to be added.

Lateral transient forces are relatively high. When even marginally turning the steering wheel
at 80 Km/h you will feel quite an acceleration! If this effect is simulated, steering will be much
more stable. Therefore, it might be sufficient, to simulate only the transient lateral forces by
shifting the drivers cabin by about 20 cm and renounce the steady-state forces simulation.
Figures 13, 14 and 15 show the mean cost simulator with the horizontal drive device 4, the
electrical control device 7, an electrical motor 16, two bearings 3a and 3b, a tooth reel 17 and
a tooth belt 18. By these devices the platform 2 is moved against the support 1. This
methodology will be verified through tests within the framework of TRAINER project.
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Figure 11: Design of a simple motion system for the TRAINER mean-cost simulator (side
view).

Figure 12: Design of a simple motion system for the TRAINER mean-cost simulator (bottom
view)

Figure 13: Design of a simple motion system for the TRAINER mean-cost simulator (detail)
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Furthermore, in the low cost simulator longitudinal acceleration forces are not felt bodily.
Therefore a simple device will be designed for the deception of the human senses. While
braking the back of the seat should be inclined to ahead, in order to enlarge the pressure of
the seats back against the drivers back. While accelerating, the pressure is diminished by
inclining rearwards. Figure 13 shows the seats back 8 and the inclination device 10. A
market-available servo drive may be used.

In addition, the steering wheel shaft may be shifted in the longitudinal direction. The steering
wheel moves forward when accelerating and rearwards when braking. By this method the
seat is not moved, and the distance between the seat and the pedals is not changed. Figure
1 shows the steering wheel 13, the bearing 20, and the shifting device 14.

Regarding the software to be developed for these simulators different types of cars will be
developed, including driving dynamics and noises as well as the surroundings, i.e. roads,
landscape, cities, highway, autoroutes, junctions, traffic signs, traffic lights and solid
obstacles. Furthermore, other road users and their noises will be simulated, i.e. correct,
intelligent behaviour, false behaviour with chaotic consequences, vulnerable road users,
pedestrians, animals.

4. DRIVER BEHAVIOUR DATABASE
Driver data resulting from simulator log files, use of training multimedia s/w and paper written
tests will all be stored in a personal database. In this way comparisons between different
dates data will allow the trainer to assess the particular drivers knowledge improvement
(especially for drivers who failed at their first attempt to get a driving license) and will also
allow valuable statistics to be extracted by the road safety authorities.

The user interface of the database will allow:

• Trainers to get data that will allow them to experience particular trainees needs and
customise the training

• Trainers to compare, correlate and visualise data from different dates in order to
assess a driver’s improvements (i.e. when to go to the next training stage)

• Road safety authorities to extract statistical data concerning driver training

Important issues to be considered are:

• How many phases should training have?

• Which are the criteria for continuation of training from one phase to another?

The potential phases in training are:

A. Theory: regards maneuvering/ strategic level i.e. multi-media tool

B1. Control level of driving (vehicle control) i.e. simulator and real car

B2. Maneuvering level of driving: normal situations i.e. simulator and real car

B3. Maneuvering level of driving: emergency situations i.e. simulator and real car

The potential criteria for the continuation of the training are as follows:

•Multi-media tool:

Performance scores (multiple choice)

•Simulator
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Time of practice
Instructor judgment
Performance score (improvement)

•Real driving

Instructor judgement5. CONCLUSIONS
Novice drivers related accidents (people with less than 2 years experience) accounted for
15% of traffic accidents in 1995 in Great Britain [2]. Drivers 16 to 20 years were involved in
16% of all crashes in the USA in 1996 [3]. The youngest drivers have the highest fatality
rates, both in absolute terms and when calculated per licensed drivers and per distance of
travel, as the following figures present.

Figure 14: Number of driver fatalities (all
motorised vehicles) vs. sex and age in USA
in 1981-1985 [9]

Figure 15: Number of driver fatalities (all
motorised vehicles) per billion km travel in
USA in 1983 [9]

In accidents in the European Community around 55.000 people are killed and 1.700.000 are
injured each year, from which 150.000 become permanently disabled. Around 70 billion Euros
are spent each year on medical treatment of injured people in accidents and thousands man-
years of work are lost. These numbers are bigger than the Gross Product of several EU
countries!

A better training, targeting tasks such as hazard perception, distance keeping and driving
under adverse environmental conditions, is surely expected to reduce the relevant traffic
accidents. According to the above figures, a reduction of only 5% of accidents caused by
novice drivers would mean:

4.125 less fatalities

12.750 less injuries

Furthermore, there would be a gain of 560 MEuros on medical treatment at a European
level! This will be hopefully achieved after the implementation of TRAINER tools, which are
aimed at creating enhanced risk awareness to novice drivers.
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